Model: RFM-106MC-W
Automatic Hot-Knife
Window Film Laminating Machine

Product Introduction
High precision cutting, no film raw edge.

Product patent number:

Version: 20.4
Contents of this manual belongs to TIANCEN,
Can not be copied or used for other purposes without permission.

Sharp tools make good work

The Problem of
PET Film
Laminating
Process

• High energy consumption
• Can't cut off PET film

• Film raw edge
How to solve these problems

Sharp tools make good work

• Max. speed 100 m/min, 40-70 kWh

• Window Laminating: 30-40m/min
• With latest laminating technology
• Beyond film covering technology
• 1 to 2 people to operate

Today's choice,
Decide tomorrow's height

RFM-106MC-W

Thinking customers think,
Beyond customers want

Committed to improve the
user's competitiveness

Contents of this manual
•Detailed description of automatic Window laminating machine
produced by Shanghai Tiancen Machinery Manufacture Co. Ltd.
Content:
1.Company introduction
2.Application range of the above equipment
3.Equipment installation, plant size drawings, wire access
location and requirement
4.Operating requirements, single shift production, material
properties, and matters needing attention
5.Main function characteristics and competitive advantage
6.Technical data and details
7.Detail configuration
8.Acceptance criteria
9.Warranty
10.Service commitment

Company Introduction
• National high & new technology enterprises.
• Formulation of national standards for a number of finishing
equipment.
• National standard drafting company of paper finishing
process.
• Top 10 exports in the machinery industry for many years.
• A number of patents and won national science & technology
achievement award.

Shanghai Tiancen Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Tiancen Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.

Company introduction
Shanghai Tiancen is engaged in the Chinese high-end laminating
equipment manufacturing. The company aim at post-press equipment
advanced technology and innovative achievements of research and
development to manufacture the world’s advanced level and China’s
national conditions machine, for different types of enterprises to provide
more valuable services.
The brand is not a dream, but Tiancen group of dream catcher
perseverance, strong practical steps. Tiancen develops automatic film
laminator, Digital spot UV coating and foil machine, automatic varnish
coating machine, automatic card cut collate machine, and digital jet
printer. Stable quality and many invention patent application every year
are the route of Tiancen from brand production to well-known brand
creation.

RFM-106MC
AUTOMATIC HOT KNIFE FILM LAMINATING MACHINE

Shanghai Tiancen Machinery Manufacture Co., Ltd.
Technology and quality assurance

Production base (Shanghai)

New factory

Parts processing workshop

RFM-106MC-W
Window film laminating machine
Application range
Film laminating for books and magazines cover

Carton

Handbags laminating

Gift box and carton

RFM-106MC-W
Window film laminating machine
Requirements for operators, single shift production, material
properties and considerations
Efficiency of the equipment and personnel requirements:
Laminating speed: As the thickness of the paper, variety, and glue quality

Single shift output:
BOPP film with ordinary white paper 8,400 sheets/h (80m/min) (according to quarto
paper); Window film laminating 30m/min to 40m/min.

Number of operators:
One main operator (can be training by TIANCEN)
One auxiliary operator (can be training by TIANCEN)
If the user must start two shift per day, each position increase one operator

Usually kept for water based glue or film no more than 6 months; laminating quality leads
to unstable, if glue is not drying after laminating process

Water based glue, according to the content of solid distinguish price, solid content is high,
the price more expensive

gloss and matt film, according to product requirements, usually use 10, 12 and 15
micrometer, films thicker the higher the cost;

Thermal film, according to the film thickness and EVA coating division,
commonly used 1206, the film thickness 12 micrometer, EVA coating 6 micrometer, can
be used for most laminating, if special requirements needed for deep embossed product,

suggest to use other types of pre coating film, such as 1208, 1508 etc., and a
corresponding increase in cost.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Picture is for reference only,
Glue Coating and lamination unit

Stacker

Feeder
Sheet cutting

Basic Configuration:
1.

Automatic feeder: sheet-fed, 8 suction nozzles achieve high speed and high precision,
to ensure that paper is continuously fed into the machine. non-stop feeder, Standard
configuration with pre-stack unit. suction device guarantees stability and smooth of
paper sending.

2.

Powder remove Calender: heating roller with scraper effectively clean the powder and
dust in the surface of paper. improve the brightness after laminating.

3.

Water based glue coating unit: Coating glue on the sheets.

4.

IR dryer: Using infrared lamp heating, high efficiency and energy saving hot air
circulation drying channel.

5.

Lamination main unit: Multi purpose for water based film laminating and thermal
film laminating/ window film laminating , Glue Coating and drying cylinder,
lamination heating pressing cylinder: The machine equipped with separate circulating
temperature controller beside the laminator, advanced heater. fast heating. energy
saving. environmental protection. Main pressure steel roller is heated by heat transfer oil
out of the machine. So the temperature in heating pressing roller is uniform and
accurate. 800mm diameter heat transfer oil heating circulating drying roller, 380mm
diameter heat transfer oil heating main pressing steel roller, Ceramic anilox roller
coating glue, Teflon roller drying glue, Rexroth PLC, Rexroth Frequency
converter. it applies for rewinding waste film .

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Picture is for reference only,
Glue Coating and lamination unit

Stacker

Feeder
Sheet cutting

Basic Configuration:
6. Sheet cutting: the machine is equipped with an anti-curl device, which ensures that
paper remains flat and smooth during the lamination process. Use hot knife to cut film, it
is suitable for PET/BOPP film and every kinds of metalized film, after that the sheets will
be separated by shearing device, all the processes make your products perfectly. Hot

knife to cut film, Suitable for PET film , metalized film, Make products
perfectly.
7. Automatic Stacker: Non-stop delivery switching device, during high speed running can
turn on superposed mode matched with wave pressed device make delivery smoothly.
8. Advantage of equipment: It is suitable for water-based glue, oil-based glue, non-glue
film and thermal film laminating. Control showed in human-computer interface. a userfriendly interface system with a colour touch-screen simplifies the operation process. the
operator can easily and automatically control paper size, overlapping and machine speeds.

RFM-106MC-W
film laminating machine

Main technical
parameters

RFM-106MC-W

Max. sheet size

W1060×L1100mm

Min. sheet size

W320×L300mm

Laminating speed

Common laminating speed: max.100m/min, or
11000sheets/h.
working speed for common laminating: 20-100m/min
working speed for window laminating: 30-40m/min

Paper thickness

105-500 g/㎡

Suitable film thickness

0.01-0.02mm(PET0.006mm)

Feeder Piling height

1300mm

Stacker piling height

1300mm

Installed Total power

96+27kW (380V AC3φ 50Hz)

Normal working power

43kW+27kW

Overall dimension

L16107 × W2380 × H3100 mm

Notes：Below 105 grams of paper, sheets delivery speed needs to be reduced to about
30m/min.
Paper thickness： Suitable for hot knife cutting paper, 128 grams or more
Laminating speed：As the paper thickness, variety, and glue quality
Hot- knife cutting:
Gold and silver card laminating speed: 6000 sheets/h (calculated by quarto paper)
Aluminum Film: 6000 sheets/h (calculated by quarto paper)
PET film with ordinary white paper: 6500-8000 sheets/h
BOPP film with ordinary white paper: 8400 sheets/h (calculated by quarto paper)

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
High speed Automatic feeder

High speed feeder, Max. feeding speed 12,000 sheets/h, eight suction nozzles
achieve high speed and high precision.
paper overlap regulator
the machine is equipped with an paper overlap regulator to feed paper easily.
Front and side lay regulator, the servo controller and side lay mechanism guarantees
precise paper alignment at all times. make overlap during
running.

Non-stop feeder has pre-pile device.

2mm in high speed

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Automatic feeder
Function and configuration:
The feeder using high speed machine type, 4 suction & 4 feeding structure;
stable speed of 12,000 sheets/h, feeder move using straight line guide rail,
can be move around according to product
requirements, convenient for paper feeding
machine running large size or small size

paper.

suction belt, with the paper pressing frame, to guarantees stability
and smooth of paper sending.

Above front guide and electric heating powder removing device, installed
photoelectric switch,
If paper is abnormal, machine can stop timely;

Front and side lay regulator with servo technology make
overlap during

2mm in high speed running.

Use side lay regulator structure of imports printing machine, to control the feeding side at
linear precision, stable and ensure overlap accuracy.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Powder removing device (sheets cleaning ) :
Electric heating Hot pressing roller

electric powder removing pressure regulator by
pneumatic cylinder, to avoid vibration produced

from overlap.

powder removing roller, use Chrome plating
surface treatment steel roller, the effect of
powder removing is guaranteed, and can flat
rough paper. Heating the mirror roller automatic
constant, can maintain the set temperature and
with stable effect of powder removing.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Water based glue coating unit:
Coating glue on the sheets.

IR dryer:
Using infrared lamp heating, high efficiency and energy saving hot air
circulation drying channel.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Lamination unit

high-speed energy-saving lamp box

Energy saving type improved than traditional,
Electricity saving 30%
Reasonable structure, ceramic roller coating, pneumatic film device, strong hot air
drying system, automatic hydraulic fit in one structure. Convenient for operator to
control, unique performance structure of strong hot air drying system, reduced floor
space. Avoid glue and film displacement, ensure the fitting.
The drying roller surface using high temperature resistant and no adhesive material
technology, long service life, and easy to clean. Drying part adopts high efficient
energy-saving hot air compensation, can quick drying glue and achieve the
purpose of saving energy also. Automatic pneumatic separation and combination
pressure control of the glue roller.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Main machine
Mold temperature machine:
Glue drying cylinder and lamination cylinder Heating method:
heat transfer oil, by mold temperature controller machine.
Independent temperature set of the large diameter drying roller
and the contact pressure roller, advantageous for rapid transient
heating and acceleration. With large area of the contact angle for
the drying roller on the OPP film, has long fitting time with the
pressure roller, to ensure the products quality. The large diameter
drying roller, use advanced hot water mold temperature machine,
ensure temperature of the roll surface lasting, and with the hot air
drying film, water based glue can be fast curing, to achieve high
speed laminating purpose. The drying roller use non adhesive
surface and high temperature resistant material technology, with
long service life, easy to clean.
The main pressing steel roller surface plating special anti sticking
and wear resistant materials, ensure the laminating effect. Heat
transfer oil mold temperature machine provide constant
temperature, the main pressing roller use high temperature
resistant materials, temperature resistant from 65 to 130 degree,
with heat radiation function.

Pressure of the main pressure roller can automatic clutch, controlled
by automatic hydraulic pump, according to the paper feeding,
automatic completion of pressing, booster, pressure compensation,
and pressure relief.
Stable quality to avoid pressure shortcomings in the production, to
cause large quantities of defective products.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Main machine
Film loading shaft use pneumatic, convenient to loading film, roller with
obvious scale, convenient to load film, this device effectively reduces
time.
The BOPP film reel bracket use gas expansion shaft device, easy
handing with obvious scale, can fast and easy adjustment of film
installation position, the main machine with magnetic powder tension
mechanism, automatic adjustment of film tension, adopt automatic
adjustment of film tension. The film shaft adopt gas expansion shaft,
simple and convenient to use, can realize fast changing film.

New film cutting mechanism, can slitting the original film, high
precision, convenient operation, stable quality, the film cut can also be
used for laminating use.

Glue Coating roller use ceramic anilox roller, with average coating on
the roller surface, suitable for high speed operation, ceramic roller
surface with wear resistance and not easy to be corrosion by waterbased glue. Use single glue roller and scraper structure, with high
precision, simple operation, easy to clean. To avoid the defects of
double roller structure (two set roller diameter runout accumulation
error, more than single roller, and easy to scratch)

Monitor of paper off installed on front side of pressing roller, when the
paper and paper torn off, the machine will stop and alarm, this
function effectively avoid roll fault from paper torn off and empty.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Main machine

High precision coating, servo motor

PLC controller, Rexroth

Rexroth Frequency converter
Contactor, MOELLER, Germany

Main Control Panel
Humanized marking operation,
High degree of automation,
Simple operation

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Sheet separating machine:
Hot-knife cutting system, and Rotary fly-cutter cutting
mechanism.
Hot knife installed safety cover.
Paper roll using pneumatic pressing,
convenient operation.

Special design of Paper separating machine
Thin paper unfolding mechanism, to prevent
thin paper rolled up after laminating. the
machine is equipped with an anti-curl device,

which ensures that paper remains flat and
smooth during the lamination process.
Cutting mechanism 2:
Rotary fly-cutter cutting mechanism.
Rotary knife cutting can be applied to more than
128 grams paper, production of 128 grams paper
need to appropriate reduce speed. The fly off
knife with 4 blades, bidirectional rotation, speed
synchronization with main machine, also can
adjust the speed ratio. With the guide wheel
structure, solve the problem of film edge.

Structure of hot- knife:
1.Rotation knife holder
2.Knife edge, pass powerful current to heating the knife
edge.
3.Special sensor, used to data collection before the paper
arrival knife and then quickly feed back to the hot knife.

4. Display.
Hot knife automatically generate different temperature,
according to different paper sizes and dimensions, in
order to ensure smooth cutting.

Principle of Hot knife cutting

Principle of hot knife cutting:
Use characteristics that all types of film meet high temperature will melt,
heating the special metal materials at its edge, the rotary mechanical structure,
combined with computer program control principle, realization of hot knife cutting.
The special sensor can collect data to meet different specifications of paper, after
program calculation, computer gives accurate action command, hot knife edge
contacted to film overlap in high speed operation, accurate slitting.
After hot knife cutting, no tail film, make the laminating products smoothly entry into
the next process. There is no need
to add any extra steps.

RFM-106S
without Powder dusting device

Process difference between hot-knife cutting & chain-knife cutter
Chain knife cutter characteristics: 1.Because chain cutter cutting angle limitations, cutting film with
edges, cannot guarantee accuracy in film laminating. 2.if Chain knife is over sharp, often cut paper
edges. 3.if Chain knife is not sharp, with paper edge brush. 4.Chain cutter produced film powder,
influence screen printing quality after film laminating. 5.Chain knife used in chain transmission, and
the chain transmission speed is limited. Max. speed of a chain cutter is about 35 to 50 m/min.
Hot knife cutting technology: ensure the print edge neat after film laminating, to provide
convenience for resin, UV coating, and other processes, save trimming edges and repair tail film
process, in order to save process time and reduce labour waste.
The instantaneous speed of chain knife is changing, instantaneous
transmission ratio is not equal to the constant. Poor smooth
transmission, with shock, vibration and noise,
not suitable high speed.
Structure of hot knife is rotating mechanism, the rate reached more
than 100 meters/min.
Film edge, is the Arch-criminal of film processing precision.

When Knife is sharp, often cut edges.

When Knife is not sharp, paper edge with brush.

Chain cutter produced film powder, influence screen
printing quality after laminating.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Automatic Stacker

Double sheets eliminate mechanism, can
guarantee if the cutting is not successful,
machine will automatic eliminate double
sheets, to avoid machine stop caused by this
situation.

Stacker and feeder with electrical contact function, the lifting
motor with brake to avoid injury risks.

Stacker non-stop delivery switching device.

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Automatic Stacker
During high speed running can turn
on superposed mode matched with
wave pressed device make delivery
smoothly.

Stacker non-stop delivery switching device
Delivery use double air pats, work fast and long service life, to achieve delivery single sheet
or more.
Air pats and back guide move by straight line guide rail, convenient to operate.
Delivery platform with front pats function, to auxiliary deliver sheets neatly.

Patent Certificate

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Main Configuration:

Part name

Brand name

Micro relay

Weidmüller

Contactor

Moeller

Knob, Button

Moeller

Frequency converter

Rexroth

Vacuum pump

Becker

Motion controller

Origin: Germany

PLC

rexroth

Solenoid valve

SMC

Bearing

NSK

chain

CHOHO

Sensor

Keyence / Baumer

Main motor

TECO

touch screen

Taiwan Delta

Pneumatic components

airtac

servo motor
driver
Conveyor belt

Habasit

encoder

+

servo Inovance

autonics

RFM-106MC-W film laminating machine
Acceptance Standard & Warranty Conditions
•

Acceptance Requirements

•

1

The content described above meet the requirements;

•

2

Equipment surface without scratches (except small scratch caused by

transportation ),No deformation structure, Transmission parts not exposed, Dangerous sites
need to have an obvious mark;
•

3

Equipment running in normal operation, no noise;

•

4

Coating uniform, glue dry well, No paper tearing, wrinkling or defect reject phenomenon

(with the exception of wet ink, paper deformation, and other non equipment caused reason).
•

Warranty Range and Conditions

•

Equipment warranty period of one year, according to standard factory.(at warranty period, due
to manufacturing quality machines have problems, The supplier provide timely maintenance,
and Responsible for material, labour and other related costs);if as the man-made damage due

to buyer, The supplier is responsible for maintenance, But to charge the cost of materials and
labour costs; Wearing parts not covered under warranty.
•

The range is as follows:

•

1. Main pressure roller (Wearing parts):If degumming and surface cracking within Six months,
can be replaced free of charge, Other situations do not belong to the range of warranty; Use
the pressure roller will cause wear and aging; and after a Long term use of small size thick
paper, changed into large size thin paper will cause paper fold, Customers need to grind.

•

2. Machine conveyor belt (Wearing parts, proper use of life can reach 3-5 years):Inappropriate
frequency of use and improper adjustment will directly affect the life of, Recommend regular
maintenance, Can guarantee the service life and the effect. Does not belong to the warranty
range.

•

3. Hot knife blade under normal production, has one year warranty; Illegal operations caused
damage does not belong to the range of warranty.

•

4. Heating lamp (Wearing parts): The new installed lamps unable to turn on or is not bright
within use of 1 months, can be Replaced on the premise of the appearance of intact. Other
situations do not belong to the range of warranty.

•

5. Suction pipe and Blade of the rotary disc cutter is wearing parts, In any case do not belong
to the range of warranty.

•

6. Electric appliance warranty: Inverter, motor, contactor is guaranteed for one year; Relay,
contact switch, buzzer, counter warranty for 6 months; Fiber optics, photoelectric switch, if
appearance without injury can warranty for 6 months; As a result of voltage instability, leading
to electrical burn, does not belong to warranty range.

Marketing & Technical Service Center
Technical Training
Professional operating engineers sent by TIANCEN is responsible for equipment installation
and commissioning work at the same time, training for user operators.
Training Content: The mechanical structure, components adjustment, electrical operation of
the switch, and the matters needing attention, day-to-day maintenance of equipment, etc., In
order to ensure the normal operation of equipment, later.
Warranty and Service Commitment
One year warranty, Life-long maintenance:
Since the date of purchase, within a year, TIANCEN provide a free installation and
commissioning to the user, maintenance and parts replacement service due to quality
problems (technical support after acceptance and parts is not within the scope of
warranty);But a man-made improper operation, resulting in non mechanical quality accident,
our company will charge the cost of main components; From the purchase date a year later,
some equipment fault of the users, our company will provide paid service for users, including
technical support, maintenance and original accessories replacement.

